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Abstract: This research investigates Southwest Vortex (SWV) events in China’s Sichuan Basin using
Fengyun-4A (FY-4A) and Global Precipitation Mission (GPM) observations. We selected representa-
tive cloud systems and precipitation cases, divided into developing, mature, and dissipating stages.
Detailed analysis revealed critical characteristics of precipitation cloud systems at each stage. Our
findings reveal that (1) during the SWV’s developing and mature stages, a high concentration of
water particles and ice crystals stimulates precipitation. In contrast, the dissipating stage is marked by
fewer mixed-phase and ice particles, reducing precipitation area and intensity. (2) Near-surface pre-
cipitation in all stages is predominantly liquid, with a bright band of around 5.5 km. At the same time,
stratiform precipitation is dominant in each life stage. Stratiform precipitation remains dominant
throughout the life stages of the SWV, with localized convective activity evident in the developing
and mature stages. (3) Mature stage particles, characterized by a configuration of 1.0–1.2 mm Dm and
31–35 dBNW (dBNW = 10log10NW), contribute significantly to near-surface precipitation. The Cloud
Top Height (CTH) serves as an indicator of convective intensity and assists in characterizing raindrop
concentration. These findings considerably enhance routine observations, advance our understanding
of SWV events, and propose a novel approach for conducting refined observational experiments.

Keywords: satellite observation; Southwest Vortex; precipitation; vertical structure

1. Introduction

The Southwest Vortex (SWV) is a crucial precipitation weather system in China, second
only to typhoons in terms of intensity, frequency, and the extent of heavy rain influence.
Meteorologists have long been focused on understanding the formation, development,
and flood disasters caused by this weather phenomenon. In recent years, in the context
of global warming [1], extreme precipitation events triggered by the SWV have become
more frequent, resulting in significant human and economic losses [2]. For example, from
7 to 11 July 2013, an extreme precipitation event in northern Sichuan registered a total
precipitation of 415.9 mm, impacting 15 townships and 42,571 individuals [3]. A similar
episode occurred on 11 August 2020, when incessant heavy rain in the western Sichuan
Basin with overlapping storm zones culminated in a total precipitation of 423.2 mm in
Lushan, causing direct economic losses of approximately 1.63 billion yuan and leading to
six fatalities with an additional five people reported missing [4]. The SWV’s catastrophic
influence on Sichuan is significant, profoundly affecting rainstorms and floods in China’s
middle and lower Yangtze River regions during its eastward progression [5].

Significant progress has been made in SWV research, including its structural charac-
teristics, evolution patterns, dynamic mechanisms, numerical simulations, early warning,
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and prediction. Qu et al. (2021) analyzed the three-dimensional circulation structure of
the SWV using ERA-Interim reanalysis data [6]. Kang et al. (2011) studied the structural
characteristics of four SWV events. They found that mature SWV systems exhibit positive
vorticity with a cold core in the lower layer and a warm core in the upper layer [7]. Fu et al.
(2015) investigated the evolution mechanism and energy transformation characteristics of
the SWV throughout its lifecycle [8]. Cheng et al. (2016) explored the heavy rain resulting
from the interaction between a deep SWV and a plateau vortex, proposing a new lateral
coupling mechanism [9]. Zhou et al. (2022) discovered the dynamic structure of “low-level
convergence and high-level divergence” in the lower layer of the SWV [4]. Zhai et al.
(2014) observed the dynamic characteristics of “upper-level divergence and lower-level
convergence” in the mature stage of the SWV [10]. Lu et al. (2015) conducted numerical
simulations using the AREM model and demonstrated that the distribution of rainbands
depends on the SWV’s moving path [11]. Cheng et al. (2019) employed high-altitude
encrypted observation data to improve the simulation of precipitation and SWV movement
paths [12]. Yang et al. (2011) proposed a forecast equation for SWV precipitation and em-
phasized different forecast focuses for various SWV types [13]. Chen et al. (2021) enhanced
the assimilation of dynamic emissivity data to improve 24-h predictions of initial fields and
precipitation distribution [14].

While these studies have yielded valuable insights, most rely on statistical analysis
and numerical models [15]. The accuracy of forecast results under complex terrain and
limited observation conditions remains challenging. Therefore, it is essential to employ
additional observations to understand the SWV’s internal structure and microphysical
characteristics comprehensively, which will facilitate the improvement of parameterization
schemes in numerical weather forecasting, ultimately enhancing the accuracy of meteoro-
logical predictions.

China launched the second-generation geostationary orbit meteorological satellite
Fengyun-4 (FY-4) in 2016, succeeding the spin-stable Fengyun-2 (FY-2). As the first satel-
lite of China’s latest generation of geostationary orbit meteorological satellites, FY-4A is
loaded with Advanced Geostationary Radiation Imager (AGRI) for precise and flexible
two-dimensional pointing through a precise dual scanning mirror mechanism. The area
scan takes only one minute, significantly improving the time efficiency, spatial resolution,
and detection range of the satellite’s Earth observation. The AGRI has 14 imaging channels,
which can obtain cloud detection products such as cloud phase state (CLP), cloud type
(CLT), and cloud top height (CTH) [16]. Niu et al. (2022) have used an FY-4A cloud map,
quantitative products, and conventional observation data to comprehensively analyze a
rainstorm in the complex topographic area of eastern Sichuan [17]. Liu et al. (2021) used
FY-4A data to conduct a hierarchical estimation study on precipitation cloud clusters and
precipitation intensity in the Tibet Plateau [18]. The emergence of FY-4A allows the obser-
vation of complex terrain and large-scale and continuous precipitation systems, and it can
quickly monitor the dynamic changes of cloud phase information, precipitation intensity,
scope, and trend in the target area. In addition, FY-4A can carry out minute-level high
repeat observation in a specific region to realize continuous monitoring of the life stages of
the SWV precipitation event. However, the band of FY-4A is mainly concentrated in the
visible light and infrared range, and it is not easy to penetrate the clouds and obtain the
internal structural characteristics of the precipitation cloud system.

In contrast to previous methods, utilizing low-orbit satellites equipped with precipita-
tion radar allows for acquiring fine internal structural characteristics of precipitation cloud
systems. The Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) pioneered spaceborne obser-
vation and provided three-dimensional precipitation cloud information, revolutionizing
the analysis and study of vertical precipitation characteristics [19]. Its successor, the Global
Precipitation Mission (GPM), further enhanced observation capabilities by incorporating
the Microwave Imager GMI (GPM Imager) with 13 frequency bands (10–183 GHz). These
frequency bands capture the radiant temperature signal emitted by water particles and ice
particles in the precipitation cloud, providing insights into the distribution of liquid and
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mixed-phase ice-water particles. The dual-frequency precipitation radar (DPR), operating
at 35.5 and 13.6 GHz, improved precipitation observation, particularly for trace and solid
precipitation, and expanded the observation range to the polar circles [20]. GPM offers
global rain and snow data products within 3 h based on microwave and 30 min based on
microwave infrared, surpassing TRMM’s spatial coverage, temporal resolution, and spatial
resolution. This advancement enhances the ability to capture the spatial heterogeneity of
heavy precipitation and facilitates a better understanding of the precipitation structure and
spatial characteristics of the SWV. Numerous scholars have leveraged GPM data to study
SWV precipitation, yielding significant results. For example, Wang et al. (2022) utilized
GPM-DPR observation data to qualitatively and quantitatively investigate the evolution
characteristics of SWV during the flood season from 2019 to 2021, providing insights into
the horizontal and vertical distribution characteristics and spectral properties of precipita-
tion particles [21]. Mao et al. (2022) analyzed SWV events that influenced precipitation in
central and eastern China during the warm season from 2010 to 2020 using data from GPM-
DPR and FY-2F. They observed significant differences in the characteristics of warm-season
moving-out-type SWV precipitation cloud systems, primarily featuring cumulonimbus
clouds and dense cirrus clouds with high spreading heights and low cloud-top brightness
temperature (TBB) [22].

The above analysis demonstrates the potential of leveraging the performance advan-
tages of FY-4A satellites to monitor specific weather systems. Furthermore, it offers valuable
technical support for studying the structural characteristics of different life stages of SWV
precipitation events and enhancing early warning and forecast services. On the other hand,
GPM provides global coverage of rain and snow every 1.5 h. However, its scanning width
is limited, preventing continuous observation of a specific target area. Despite this limita-
tion, GPM’s high spatial resolution enables the acquisition of three-dimensional structural
characteristics of precipitation clouds, facilitates quantifying the microphysical properties
of precipitation particles, and sheds light on the underlying physical mechanisms involved.

This study aims to analyze the SWV event in the Sichuan Basin region of China,
characterized by complex terrain, by utilizing the observational advantages of FY-4A and
GPM. Based on the SWV yearbook data, we have selected typical cloud systems and
precipitation cases that can be simultaneously scanned and captured by GPM and FY-
4A. These cases are divided into three life stages: Developing, mature, and dissipating.
Through detailed analysis and study, we investigate the characteristics of precipitation
cloud systems, including particle phase state, cloud properties, and three-dimensional
structural characteristics, such as vertical structure and droplet parameters, at different
life stages. We aim to uncover precipitation’s structural characteristics and evolution
rules within the SWV. The findings from this research will significantly contribute to
supplementing routine observations in the region, advancing the theoretical understanding
of the SWV, and proposing a new approach for conducting regional multi-source refined
observation experiments.

The study is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the area, data, and methods
used in this study. Section 3 presents the analysis of the characteristics and evolution rules
of SWV precipitation. Section 4 is a discussion of this study. Finally, Section 5 summarizes
the conclusions.

2. Study Area, Data, and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area of this research is focused on the primary source area of the SWV,
specifically the Sichuan Basin in China, which is located between 28◦–32◦N and 103◦–110◦E
(Figure 1). The Sichuan Basin is recognized as one of the four major basins in China and is
surrounded by mountains and plateaus that range from 1000 to 3000 m above sea level. It
shares borders with the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau to the west, the Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau
to the south, the Daba Mountains and Qinling Highland to the north, and the Wushan
Mountain to the east. The topography in this region is characterized by complexity and
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diversity, with varying elevations ranging from very high to low. The complex topographic
conditions of the Sichuan Basin contribute to its unique climatic characteristics, which
result in frequent rainstorms during the warm season. Unique climatic phenomena include
convective night rain, known as the “sky leakage” phenomenon in Ya’an [23], and frequent,
continuous rain and heavy precipitation events.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the topography of the Sichuan Basin.

Additionally, the mountainous areas on the basin’s edge, such as Leshan and Ya’an,
experience abundant precipitation, making them prominent high-frequency precipitation
regions in China [24]. Furthermore, the Sichuan Basin’s climate is significantly shaped by
the East Asian monsoon, the South Asian monsoon, and the atmospheric circulation system
over the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau. This unique combination of factors establishes the Sichuan
Basin as a prominent source region for high-impact weather systems.

2.2. Data
2.2.1. Satellite Data

The FY-4A satellite’s substellar point is above 104.7◦E, and the AGRI on the FY-4A
satellite comprises 14 channels spanning the 0.45–13.8 mm range. The spatial resolution of
AGRI is 0.5–1.0 km for visible light and 2.0–4.0 km for infrared. The imaging time for the
full disk is 15 min, with a calibration accuracy of 0.5–1.0 K and a sensitivity of 0.2 K [25].
AGRI enables continuous observation of various product information, including equivalent
blackbody temperature (TBB), precipitation estimation (QPE), CLP, CLT, and CTH. The
data obtained from AGRI have a temporal resolution of 15 min and a spatial resolution of
4 km. The study will utilize product data from the AGRI to examine the life stages and
cloud phase characteristics of SWV within the coordinates 26◦–34.5◦E and 97.5◦–110.5◦N.

GPM is equipped with two core instruments. The GMI on the GPM core observation
platform comprises various channels, each serving a distinct purpose in precipitation
observation. The channel with low frequency primarily observes liquid precipitation due
to the strong microwave radiation absorption effect of precipitation in this frequency band.
Consequently, the TBB increases with rain intensity. On the other hand, the medium-
frequency channel is sensitive to scattered precipitation signals, making it suitable for
observing mixed precipitation consisting of both liquid and solid phases.

Meanwhile, the high-frequency channel is designed to detect scattered signals pro-
duced by small ice particles, making it ideal for observing solid precipitation. This channel
effectively identifies the presence and content of ice crystals. If no ice crystals are at the
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top of the precipitation cloud, the TBB remains relatively stable with slight variation based
on rain intensity. However, as the cloud layer thickens, the TBB experiences a rapid de-
crease [26]. This study utilizes version 1C.GPM-GMI vertical channel data from GMI,
wherein the primary product provides the common calibrated TBB (S1_Tc) for the low-
frequency 18.7 GHz and medium-frequency 89 GHz channels, while the secondary product
provides the common calibrated TBB (S2_Tc) for the high-frequency 183 GHz channel.
The data have a temporal resolution of 1.5 h and a spatial resolution of 13 km. The study
also uses the 2A.DPR_FS product of the 07 version 2-stage dual-frequency joint inversion
on DPR. This data provide detailed track-by-track precipitation information, including
near-surface precipitation rate (preciRateNearSurface), particle phase (phase), zero-layer
height (heightZeroDeg), and raindrop spectral parameter distribution (paramDSD). The
data have a temporal resolution of 1.5 h and a spatial resolution of 5 km. The analysis uses
GPM_2AKu band attenuation corrected reflectivity (zFactorFinal) instead of Ka-band or
DPR radar measurements. The Ku-band radar has a broader band and exhibits signifi-
cantly less attenuation than other radar measurements [27]. Refer to Table 1 for specific
instrument parameters.

Table 1. Instrument parameters table.

Instrument Spatial
Resolution/km

Temporal
Resolution/min

Scanning
Width/km Start Date Main Purpose

AGRI 4 15 full disk 12 March 2018 obtain cloud images and quickly scan
minute-level areas

DPR 5 90 120–245 14 March 2014 obtain more cloud and precipitation
particle information

GMI 13 90 885 4 March 2014 measure the amount, size, intensity,
and type of precipitation

2.2.2. SWV Data

In line with the criteria established in the 2012 Southwest Vortex Yearbook [28], these
standards are employed as the benchmark for identifying Southwest Vortex (SWV) cases.
Precipitation data from the flood season from June to September 2020 (UTC, the same
below) were selected for analysis. Fourteen precipitation events associated with the SWV
were identified during this period. The specific occurrence times of the SWV and its
associated impact systems are presented in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Occurrence time and influence system of Southwest Vortex (SWV).

Year Month Day Influence System (700 hPa) Influence System (850 hPa)

2020 6 26 Shear, SWV Low vortex
2020 6 29 SWV Low vortex
2020 7 9 SWV Inverted trough, Rapid
2020 7 14 SWV Low vortex
2020 7 15 SWV Low vortex
2020 7 16 SWV Low vortex
2020 7 25 Shear Shear, Low vortex
2020 7 29 Southwest jet Low vortex
2020 8 10 Southwest jet Low vortex
2020 8 11 SWV Low vortex
2020 8 16 SWV Southeast airflow, Cyclonic bending
2020 8 30 SWV Low vortex
2020 9 5 SWV Low vortex
2020 9 9 Shear line Low vortex

Among them, three events occurred on 29 June 2020, 30 August 2020, and 16 August 2020,
where observations from FY-4A and GPM were available simultaneously. Each of these
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cases captured an entire life cycle of the SWV. These events exhibited evident precipitation
processes, with significant periodic variations (Figure 2), characterized by prolonged du-
rations and extensive impact rain. These characteristics provide favorable conditions for
investigating the typical features of the SWV. In this study, these three representative cases
will be selected for analyzing the precipitation characteristics of the SWV, such as its spatial
extent, development, life cycle, and the relationship between the intensity of the SWV and
its precipitation variations. These analyses are vital for forecasting SWV precipitation [29],
as they carry indicative critical implications.
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2.3. Classification Method for the Life Stages of the SWV

Since different stages of precipitation systems have varying kinematic effects, it is
crucial to utilize the existing FY-4A observation data to identify the life stages of each SWV
precipitation system. Following the studies conducted by Byers and Braham (1949) and
Houze (1982), the life cycle of mesoscale convective systems (MCS) can be categorized into
three stages: Developing, mature, and dissipating [30]. Previous methods employed differ-
ent criteria to determine the life stages of cloud systems and track them using continuous
geostationary satellite and ground-based radar data. These criteria primarily relied on
the MCS’s size, duration, and depth thresholds. However, Futyan and Del Genio (2007)
regarded the precise selection of thresholds as somewhat arbitrary and suggested employ-
ing the evolution of the MCS radius and the minimum TBB as indicators for defining the
life stage [31]. Feng et al. (2012) provided a concise summary of the method proposed
by Futyan and Del Genio (2007) for defining the life stage [32]. Based on the evolution of
the MCS equivalent radius and infrared temperature, it can be divided into three stages:
Developing, mature, and dissipating. A system that exhibits vertical growth is classified
as “developing” until it reaches the minimum TBB. The subsequent stage is considered
the “mature” stage, during which the system achieves the minimum TBB and continues
to grow until it reaches its maximum extent. The “dissipating” stage occurs after mature
when the system decreases in size [33]. Building upon the abovementioned research and
considering the discontinuity of GPM-GMI TBB within the instantaneous field of view, this
paper employs the geosynchronous satellite observation data (AGRI) to determine the life
stage of the SWV precipitation system. The specific method is illustrated in Figure 3.

In this study, the precipitation stage using the TBB data obtained from FY-4A to
determine. The continuous hourly TBB images of the SWV precipitation event (specifically,
30 August 2020) captured by FY-4A were tracked, as exemplified in Figure 4.

To enhance the objectivity of classifying the life stages of the SWV, Liu et al. (2023) dis-
covered that most cloud-top TBB values fell within the range of 190–230 K when analyzing
the TBB characteristics of short-term heavy precipitation along the Chengdu-Chongqing
railway [34]. Furthermore, Di et al. (2018) demonstrated that cloud top TBB decreases
rapidly during strong convection, typically dropping below 230 K within 3–4 h when short-
term heavy precipitation occurs [35]. Additionally, Zhang et al. (2009), while investigating
the relationship between cloud-top TBB and precipitation in Yiwu City, observed that
when the cloud-top TBB exceeds 234 K, the corresponding surface precipitation consists
primarily of light rain, with a negligible average probability of moderate rain, heavy rain,
and torrential rain [36]. Building upon the above research, we utilized all the observed TBB
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values below 230 K from the FY-4A satellite data. The average TBB value was calculated for
each hour, with the lowest average TBB occurring between 12:00 and 15:00, as depicted in
Figure 5. Simultaneously, QPE data and average TBB data were obtained for each hour from
FY-4A, as illustrated in Figure 6. Through analysis, we discovered a negative correlation
between TBB and precipitation, aligning with the qualitative analysis results of Meng et al.
(2002) based on satellite cloud images. Specifically, the lower the TBB, the higher the
cloud top and the more intense the convective activity [37]. Based on the information
mentioned above, we determined the life stage division of the SWV on 30 August 2020
by manually comparing changes in the cloud area, mean value, and precipitation in the
FY-4A observation data. Specifically, between 06:00 and 11:00, the precipitation was low,
the cloud TBB gradually decreased, and the cloud area gradually increased. We defined
this stage as the developing stage. Between 12:00 and 15:00, the precipitation reached its
maximum while the system attained the minimum TBB, and the TBB of the precipitation
cloud remained relatively stable. We labeled this stage as the mature stage. From 16:00 to
22:00, the TBB of the system’s clouds gradually increased, but the system’s development
scale diminished. This stage was designated as the dissipating stage.
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Through the analysis above and comparison, we could objectively delineate the
different life stages of the SWV. This method incorporates TBB changes, precipitation,
and cloud area to describe the SWV’s evolution accurately.

The life stages on 29 June 2020 and 16 August 2020 are divided according to the above
method. The specific life stage division is shown in Table 3. In the following paragraphs,
the different life stages of the three individual cases will be studied and analyzed.

Table 3. Time division of different life stages in three individual cases.

Case Date (UTC) Developing Stage Mature Stage Dissipating Stage

Case 1 29 June 2020 12:00–19:00 20:00–22:00 23:00–04:00 (+1 day)
Case 2 30 August 2020 06:00–11:00 12:00–15:00 16:00–22:00
Case 3 16 August 2020 08:00–10:00 11:00–13:00 14:00–18:00

2.4. Data Analysis Methods

Locate FY-4A’s cloud retrieval in the SWV coordinate system. For the SWV life stage
with a specific time step, the cloud search results of all FY-4A pixels in the region are
analyzed, and the cloud occurrence frequency (COF) of each type of cloud is calculated, as
shown in Equation (1).

Cloud Occurrence Frequency = Ncloud/Nall (1)

Ncloud and Nall are the number and total cloud pixels retrieved by FY-4A, respectively.
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MEAN is obtained by dividing the cumulative value of the product detected by the
satellite by the number of products in a specific area, as shown in Equation (2). It reflects the
number of measures of the product data centralization trend. MEAN information has a spe-
cific guiding significance for studying the parameter content of the microphysical process.

x = ∑n
i=1 xi
n , (n > 0) (2)

where x represents the average value of the product, n represents the total number of data,
and xi represents the i-th data value.

In order to effectively reveal the reflectivity and DSD structure characteristics of the
SWV precipitation system, we will use Contoured Frequency by Altitude Diagrams (CFAD)
to reflect the microphysical characteristics of the precipitation system. CFAD is to normalize
the number of samples at all altitude levels. The specific method is that the frequency
of a particular altitude layer and a specific reflectivity value account for the maximum
frequency of the reflectivity on all height layers, as shown in Equation (3). This method
presents the probability distribution of reflectivity of evolutions in different life stages
through two-dimensional graphs.

p = F(n, dBZ)
Fmax(m, dBZ) , (m, n > 0) (3)

where p represents the proportion of reflectivity value after normalization, F represents
the frequency of occurrence of reflectivity value, n represents the height layer of n km, m
represents any height layer, and dBZ represents reflectivity.

3. Analysis of Results
3.1. Characteristics of SWV Precipitation Cloud System

This section will use the data above to study three typical SWV cases. FY-4A and GMI
identify precipitation CLP and particle phase states in different life stages. The relationship
between CLT and CTH in the whole life cycle of the SWV was analyzed through the
cloud retrieval data of FY-4A, and the structure and development of the cloud body were
described by CTH, which further revealed the cloud physical process and evolution law of
the SWV.

3.1.1. Phase Characteristics of Cloud Particles

The spatial and temporal distribution of particle phase states within clouds holds
significant importance for investigating the microscopic characteristics and evolutionary
patterns of the SWV. Consequently, this study utilizes various frequency bands detected by
the GMI, which capture the radiant TBB signals emitted by mixed-phase ice-water particles
within precipitation clouds. Figure 7 illustrates the TBB distributions at low, medium, and
high frequencies during different life stages of typical SWV precipitation cases. The areas
enclosed within the black square circles correspond to regions of intense precipitation with
near-surface precipitation rates detected by the DPR, as depicted in the first column.

As seen from the results of the SWV precipitation region in Figure 7b–d, in the devel-
oping stage of Case 1, the TBB of the 18.7 GHz channel is primarily red. The TBB value is
relatively high, mainly around 270 K. Typically, the 18.7 GHz channels are infrequently uti-
lized for detecting precipitation particles on terrestrial surfaces, as the emission signals from
these particles in the cloud are often overshadowed by the signals from the land surface,
making it challenging to discern the cloud’s outline [38]. However, the precipitation cloud
system becomes apparent in the TBB distribution maps of the 89 and 183 GHz channels (as
shown in Figure 7c,d). Combined with the near-surface precipitation rate map (Figure 7a),
it is ascertainable that the precipitation cloud system induces areas with TBB exceeding
270 K in the 18.7 GHz channel. Hence, it can be inferred that a high concentration of water
particles is present in the precipitation area. The 89 GHz channel detection results show
that the blue part of the heavy precipitation center of the SWV system and its surrounding
areas gradually increase, the TBB decreases significantly, and the TBB value is lower than
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180 K, which indicates that there is a large amount of mixed-phase ice-water particles at this
time, which is mainly distributed in the blue and white areas in the figure. The 183 GHz
channel detection results show that the blue part of the heavy precipitation center of the
SWV system and its surrounding areas gradually increase, and the band can effectively
identify the existence and content of ice crystals. If there is no ice crystal in the precipitation
cloud top, the TBB hardly changes with the rain intensity. It decreases rapidly with the
thickening of the cloud layer [39]. As seen in Figure 7d, the TBB of the corresponding region
is lower than 170 K, and the area is gradually increasing, indicating that there are relatively
deep and thick clouds in the system at this time. According to the TBB distribution, it
can be found that there are water particles and ice crystal particles in this region and the
surrounding cloud system during the developing stage.
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Figure 7f–h shows the TBB distribution of 18.7, 89, and 183 GHz channels in Case 2 at
the mature stage. According to the results shown by the black square circle in the figure, the
TBB of the 18.7 GHz channel shows a large area of red and yellow, and the TBB value is high.
The TBB value is concentrated around 280 K, combined with Figure 7e, g, h, indicating
the presence of liquid water particles in areas. The 89 GHz channel detection results show
that the yellow part of the heavy precipitation center and its surrounding areas gradually
increase, the TBB decreases significantly, and the TBB value is lower than 220 K, which
indicates that there is a large amount of mixed-phase ice-water particles at this time, mainly
distributed in the yellow area of the figure. As can be seen from the 183 GHz channel TBB
distribution diagram, the blue and white area gradually increases, and the TBB value is
lower than 170 K. This indicates that there are large and relatively deep and thick clouds in
the system now. According to the TBB distribution, many water and ice crystal particles
exist in this region and the surrounding cloud system in the mature stage. Their phase
characteristics are similar to those in the developing stage. However, compared with the
cloud water content, there are more ice particles in the mature stage, indicating that the
development of convective activities has been quite vigorous.
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Figure 7j–l displays the TBB distribution at low, medium, and high frequencies during
the dissipating stage of the third case. In the precipitation region indicated by the black
square circle, the TBB at the 18.7 GHz channel appears in shades of blue and yellow,
with values below 265 K, indicating a higher concentration of water particles within the
precipitation region. The TBB distribution at the 89 GHz channel reveals the presence
of mixed-phase ice-water particles, with a TBB of approximately 250 K. At the 183 GHz
channel, the TBB distribution shows an increase in the red region, corresponding to higher
TBB values around 240 K, suggesting the detection of a small number of ice particles in this
region. Based on the TBB distribution, it can be inferred that during the dissipating stage, a
small amount of mixed-phase ice-water and ice particles are present in this region and the
surrounding cloud system. This combination results in a smaller precipitation area and
reduced intensity, indicating that the cloud particles are dissipating.

GMI cannot provide long-term continuous observations of cloud particle phase states
in the same region. However, FY-4A offers continuous observation time, compensating
for GMI’s limitations and enabling long-term cloud retrieval in the SWV region. Conse-
quently, the CLP product data from FY-4A were utilized to analyze individual cases’ Cloud
Occurrence Frequency (COF) during different life stages. Table 4 shows the percentage of
cloud phase pixels of clear, water, super cooled, mixed, and ice types detected by FY-4A in
the whole region in different life stages. The primary phase states of clouds in different
life stages can be seen more directly through the proportion. During the precipitation
process of the SWV, the water type accounts for a relatively small proportion during the
mature stage. The super cooled type is distributed across all life stages, while the mixed
type is present in small quantities. The ice-type cloud comprises the largest proportion,
reaching up to 48%. This finding aligns with the GMI detection results mentioned earlier.
It is also consistent with the snowflake shape distribution region illustrated in Figure 8.
Therefore, it can be inferred that ice clouds predominantly exist during the precipitation
process of the SWV, which implies that ice clouds contribute significantly to precipitation
generation, which aligns with the conclusion drawn by Heymsfield et al. (2020) on a global
scale, stating that ice clouds generate the highest proportion of precipitation, while warm
water clouds contribute the least [40].

Table 4. Cloud phase COF at various life stages.

Life Stage Case Clear Water Type Super cooled Type Mixed Type Ice Type

Developing
Case1 0.27 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.37
Case2 0.08 0.41 0.18 0.08 0.25
Case3 0.01 0.3 0.16 0.09 0.45

Mature
Case1 0.27 0.1 0.18 0.09 0.36
Case2 0.34 0.12 0.22 0.06 0.26
Case3 0.09 0.15 0.17 0.11 0.48

Dissipating
Case1 0.15 0.23 0.28 0.07 0.28
Case2 0.37 0.12 0.25 0.15 0.12
Case3 0.15 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.47

The combined detection results of GMI and FY-4A show that the precipitation clouds
in the developing stage are mainly water and ice clouds, in which water particles and ice
crystal particles exist. The mature stage consists mainly of ice clouds, with many water
and ice crystal particles. However, the precipitation clouds in the dissipating stage are
mainly mixed clouds and ice clouds, which contain a few mixed-phase ice-water and ice
crystal particles, and the particles belong to the dissipating stage, which is not conducive to
generating intense precipitation.
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3.1.2. Cloud Properties and Characteristics

CTH is closely associated with CLP and CLT, providing valuable insights into cloud
development and evolution. In Figure 8, the color scale represents the spatial distribution
of CTH in the three life stages of individual cases within the SWV coordinate system.
Additionally, six icons indicate the positions of CLT distribution in this region, the area
in the black square corresponds to the area of heavy precipitation near the surface pre-
cipitation rate detected by DPR in Figure 7. From Figure 8, areas exhibiting high CTH
values correspond to heavy precipitation regions and extensive ice cloud coverage, which
suggests that the height of the cloud top and the extent of ice cloud coverage directly
impacts the scope and intensity of surface precipitation. This finding is consistent with the
conclusion of Fu et al. (2022) in their analysis of precipitation structure characteristics in
Chongqing’s supercell cloud clusters, indicating a tendency for higher precipitation cloud
tops to coincide with greater precipitation intensity on the ground [38].

Observing three representative cases reveals that as the life stage of the SWV evo-
lutions, the precipitation cloud system reaches the highest in the mature stage, and the
ice cloud area is the largest. In addition to many ice clouds, there are a few super cooled
clouds and overlapping clouds around the heavy precipitation area. Generally, cloud height
corresponds to the phase state of the cloud [41]. Water clouds form at lower altitudes,
while ice and cirrus clouds form at higher altitudes. Mixed clouds are typically found at
intermediate heights between the two. Therefore, by examining the spatial distribution
of SWV CTH and CLT illustrated in Figure 8, it can be observed that water clouds, super
cooled clouds, mixed clouds, cirrus clouds, overlap clouds, and ice clouds appear succes-
sively from low to high altitudes. This observation aligns somewhat with the cloud cover
distribution proposed by Bjerknes (1921) for frontal cyclones. For instance, in the case of
a warm front, the phenomenon described by Bjerknes proposes that warm air ascends
along the front, giving rise to distinct cloud layers with varying characteristics (CLT). The
inclination or slant of the front contributes to the enhanced development of clouds at higher
elevations [42].

The spatial distribution of CTH can provide insights into the structure and evolution
of cloud systems. At the same time, the Probability Density (PD) of CTH allows for a
more objective assessment of height distribution. Figure 9 illustrates the PD distribution
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of CTH at different life stages, revealing significant differences. However, the PD for all
three cases was highest during the dissipating stage, followed by the mature stage. The
upper-level cloud systems exhibit the most vigorous development during the mature stage,
and higher cloud tops indicate stronger convective intensity. On average, CTH increases
with near-surface precipitation [43]. In the three individual cases, the maximum PD for
CTH was below 10 km, which aligns with the findings of Wang et al. (2011) that clouds
in East Asia, situated within the subtropical monsoon region, are primarily located in the
middle and lower troposphere, with fewer clouds above 10 km [44]. Throughout the entire
life stage of the SWV precipitation event, the PD distribution of CTH exhibits a consistent
trend across different stages. It consistently displays a bimodal vertical distribution struc-
ture, characterized by a primary peak at lower altitudes and a secondary peak at higher
altitudes. This distinct bimodal pattern is closely linked to the intensity of specific weather
systems [45].
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3.2. Three-Dimensional Structure Characteristics of Precipitation in SWV

Among the existing methods of precipitation observation, rain gauges are limited
to recording near-surface precipitation at specific locations. In contrast, the GPM-DPR
operates in low-Earth orbit with high detection accuracy. It can penetrate clouds and precip-
itation, providing three-dimensional information on the Drop Size Distribution (DSD) [46],
which includes horizontal distribution and vertical profiles, allowing for examining mi-
crophysical characteristics in different life stages. By combining the observations from the
FY-4A and the GPM-DPR, this study establishes a connection between the microphysics of
various cloud particles and the growth patterns of precipitation droplets. These findings
offer a scientific basis for satellite-based observation of precipitation microphysics during
different life stages.

3.2.1. Vertical Structure Characteristics

Detailed profile analysis was conducted using GPM data to understand the vertical
structure characteristics of precipitation throughout the entire life stage of the SWV precipi-
tation event. After profiling the AB, CD, and EF lines (Figure 7), we analyze the vertical
characteristics of different life stages, as shown in Figure 10.

The first row of Figure 10 depicts the vertical profiles of Ku-band echo reflectivity
across the three life stages. During the developing stage of Case 1, the echo reaches
a maximum height of approximately 16 km, with its peak intensity at around 36 dBZ.
Figure 10e presents the vertical profile along the CD line during Case 2’s mature stage.
The primary height of these echoes is around 14 km, presenting three distinct peaks.
The most pronounced echo records at about 36 dBZ. At this stage, the PD of CTH is
maximized between 6 and 10 km (as seen in Figure 9b), denoting a concentration of large-
area strong echoes, which suggests significant heavy precipitation, as raindrops in this
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mature stage consistently coalesce and grow throughout their descent, culminating in
substantial precipitation [27]. Figure 10i illustrates the reflectivity profile along the EF
line during Case 3’s dissipating stage. The peak height of the Ku-band echo is roughly
10 km, with the most intense echo at about 34 dBZ. In conjunction with Figure 9c, the area
with weak echoes is expansive, implying subdued convective particle activity during the
dissipating stage [21].
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The dominant precipitation elements in each life stage are characterized by solid-
phase precipitation above 5.5 km in the vertical direction. Referring to Figure 7, these
solid particles are primarily ice crystals, while below 5.5 km, liquid precipitation is pre-
dominant. The vertical profile exhibits a distinct bright band, a characteristic feature of
layered precipitation. Near-surface precipitation mainly consists of liquid precipitation,
with the melt layer occurring at approximately 5.5 km (Figure 11). This finding aligns
with Wang et al.’s (2022) conclusion regarding the height of the melt layer in SWV stratus
clouds [21]. Generally, due to the changes in volume and surface features of droplets
during melting, droplet reflectivity is strongest at some time within the melting process,
corresponding to the single bright band in the reflectivity profile [47]. Strong echoes at
27.4◦N in the developing stage (as shown in Figure 10a) and 28◦N, 28.4◦N, and 28.6◦N in
the mature stage (as shown in Figure 10e) cross the bright band, indicating heightened
convective activity at these locations [48]. While the predominant feature of each SWV life
stage is stratiform precipitation, there are also distinct localized convective characteristics.

DPR also provides information about the particle spectra of raindrops, including mass-
weighted diameter (Dm) and normalized DSD intercepts (NW) parameters. NW is defined
as the raindrop number concentration when the rain content and raindrop size are fixed.
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The relationship between dBNW and NW is dBNW =10log10NW. For simplification, dBNW
is collectively referred to as particle number concentration [49]. Figure 10c,d illustrates
the profile of DSD parameters, where Figure 10c represents the dBNW, and Figure 10d
represents the Dm. The overall concentration value is relatively low in the developing
stage, ranging from 28 to 36. In the mature stage’s concentration distribution (Figure 10g),
the red area is more prominent than other life stages, corresponding to the large blue area
in Figure 7h, which indicates a higher number of particles and significant concentration.
Particularly at 28.6◦N, where there is notable convective activity, the vigorous updrafts
propel water particles above the bright band. At elevations surpassing the bright band,
these particles tend to diminish in size owing to the colder temperatures, reducing reflec-
tivity. Concurrently, the cooler conditions and atmospheric dynamics foster the formation
of numerous small ice crystals or supercooled water droplets at such altitudes, thereby
increasing particle concentration. Temperature declines and associated atmospheric pro-
cesses, including ice crystal nucleation and growth, predominantly influence this observed
behavior. Additionally, as these ice crystals descend, their diameters progressively en-
large [50]. The dissipating stage generally exhibits lower particle concentrations, mainly
within the range of 1.1 mm.

In Section 3.1.1, the developing and mature stages contain many water particles
and ice crystal particles, with a higher presence in the mature stage and fewer mixed ice
particles and ice particles in the dissipating stage. Table 5 shows the mean values of particle
concentrations and diameters in the lower layer (0–2 km), the middle layer (2–6 km), and
the upper layer (6–20 km) of the three individual cases at different life stages, and the
variation rules of droplet parameters in the life stages of the SWV in different altitude layers
can be shown in this table. A more detailed conclusion can be drawn by combining the
findings from Table 5. The developing stage mainly comprises many small, dense water
particles in the lower and middle layers. The upper layer is composed of small and sparse
ice crystal particles. The mature stage consists of smaller and sparser ice particles in the
upper layer, which are carried by strong updrafts.

Table 5. Average value of DSD at different levels in each life stage.

Heigh/km Life Stage dBNW Dm/mm

0–2
Developing 33.59 1.33

Mature 35.94 1.38
Dissipating 28.57 1.31

2–6
Developing 32.53 1.32

Mature 34.12 1.42
Dissipating 33.48 1.18

6–20
Developing 30.33 1.28

Mature 31.14 1.28
Dissipating 32.61 1.03

In contrast, the lower and middle layers comprise larger and denser water particles.
These particles continually collide and grow during falling, leading to heavy precipita-
tion [21]. In the dissipating stage, smaller and sparser water particles dominate, which are
not conducive to generating heavy precipitation. This conclusion aligns with Fu et al.’s
(2022) finding that precipitation echo intensity is primarily determined by the size and
spectrum of precipitation particles [38].

3.2.2. Reflectivity CFAD Distribution

To further reveal the characteristics of precipitation particles described in a spatial
profile, the CFAD of reflectivity factor with height, the median profile of reflectivity factor,
and the height of the bright band (solid red line in Figure 11) were studied in this study
(Figure 11). As can be seen from the CFAD figure, as the height increases, the reflectivity
factor decreases, and the intensity range decreases. The strong updraft brings a large
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amount of water vapor from the lower layer to the upper layer, resulting in many ice
particles and super cooled water droplets and rapidly producing large particles with high
concentration. When these larger and faster-falling ice particles descend, the echo forms an
apparent vertical core, most evident in the mature stage (Figure 11b). Precipitation CFAD in
the three life stages also exhibits a typical layered feature, and this verifies the conclusion in
Section 3.2.1 that each life stage is stratiform precipitation, with four distinct turning points
(labeled 0–3) corresponding to the boundaries of different microphysical processes [27]. In
stratiform precipitation, vertical air movement is generally small compared to the fall rate
of precipitation droplets [30]. The droplet undergoes various microphysical processes on its
way down and eventually falls to the ground. The top 0–1 region corresponds to the growth
of ice droplets and is the slowest microphysical growth pattern. The microphysical process
in this region is also known as the Bergeron-Findeisen process, by which ice crystals form
water droplets and grow slowly by “grabbing” water vapor from the crystal [51]. Between
layers 1 and 2, the ice droplets grow through condensation and aggregation. The ice
droplets directly collect cloud water that freezes upon contact, significantly accelerating the
growth rate of precipitation droplets [52]. Zones 2–3 are the regions where the precipitation
droplet melting process occurs. This region has a clear, bright band, the most prominent
feature of stratiform precipitation [27]. Below the bright band, the maximum frequency of
radar reflectivity in the mature stage is almost unchanged, indicating that the growth rate
of cloud particle swarm slows down and the particle swarm size and concentration change
little at this altitude layer. The maximum radar reflectivity gradually decreases in the
developing and dissipating stages, indicating that the cloud particle swarm concentration
decreases rapidly and the precipitation intensity weakens.

The solid black line represents the median profile of the reflectivity factor. It can be
seen that the echo top height of the cloud in the developing stage (Figure 11a) and the
mature stage (Figure 11b) is similar, reaching about 18 km. In contrast, the echo top of the
cloud in the dissipating stage (right) is the lowest, only 12 km, indicating that the cloud
droplet particles in the developing and mature stages are more active than those in the
dissipating stage [21]. The median profile of the reflectivity factor monotonically increases
with the decrease of height at 6–10 km in all three stages, indicating a rapid growth of
precipitation particles at this altitude layer [53]. The median profile of the reflectivity factor
remains almost unchanged below 5 km in the developing and mature stages. However,
the median profile of the reflectivity factor still increases slightly at 2 km, which may be
because the collision and coalescence of raindrops slightly override the surface evaporation
process when falling to the surface at the lower layers. It should be noted here that since
signal attenuation and ground clutter may affect precipitation below 1 km, the condition
below 1 km will not be discussed [54].
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3.2.3. Droplet Parameter Distribution

The above research conclusions found that the droplet parameter values differ in
different life stages. However, only the relative droplet size and concentration are known,
but the specific range values cannot be determined. Therefore, according to GPM, the
precipitation droplet spectrum information was provided to calculate the occurrence fre-
quency of the Dm of precipitation particles in the precipitation system at each dBNW, which
can reflect each life stage’s droplet parameter distribution characteristics more accurately.
Figure 12 shows the CFAD of near-surface DSD, where the value of each bin represents the
frequency of occurrence relative to the absolute maximum frequency:100% corresponds
to 185 observed values in the developing stage of an individual case (Figure 12a). During
the developing stage of Case 1, the Dm range (0.7–1.8 mm) was relatively smaller, while
the dBNW range (27–35) was more extensive. dBNW (20–45) was more prominent, and
Dm (0.8–2.6 mm) was more prominent during the mature stage of Case 2. In Case 3, there
were only 90 observed values in the dissipating stage, and the Dm near the surface was
small, but the dBNW was mainly between 25 and 35, which was challenging to produce a
significant precipitation rate. This result is consistent with the conclusion in Section 3.2.1,
which again confirms that in the mature stage, the precipitation near the surface is mainly
composed of large and dense particles, leading to the most significant precipitation. In
the developing stage, the precipitation particles are mainly composed of small and dense
particles, which leads to a low precipitation rate. In the dissipating stage, the particles
are mainly composed of small and sparse particles, which is challenging to produce a
significant precipitation rate.

Figure 12. CFAD distribution map of near-surface DSD: (a) Developing stage of Case 1; (b) mature
stage of Case 2; (c) dissipating stage in Case 3.

There were significant differences in DSD for each life stage. The distribution range of
DSD in the mature stage is the largest, corresponding to the larger and more precipitation
particles generated by the collision-polymerization process on the surface, and the more
significant surface precipitation, which is similar to the conclusion of Wang et al. (2022) in
their analysis of microphysical characteristics of snowfall clouds that the value is positively
correlated with the surface precipitation [55]. Zagrodnik et al. (2018) found that effec-
tive Dm and dBNW configuration on the Olympic Mountain would moderately increase
precipitation, and a large number of small particles (large dBNW) were prone to collide
and coalesce to form intense precipitation, which was consistent with the results shown in
Figure 11 [56]. Based on the analysis of the near-surface precipitation rate data in Figure 7,
it is concluded that the configuration of Dm 1.0–1.2 mm and dBNW 31–35 generates the
most near-surface precipitation.

The observed CTH from FY-4A is further analyzed to explore its potential as an
indicator of DSD. By ranking and averaging the CTH, the relationship between CTH
and near-surface DSD in each life stage is separately calculated (Figure 13). Each point
represents the mean value of a 10% sample size of CTH, the bar chart corresponds to the
maximum and minimum values of the DSD in this 10% sample, and the red line represents
the average value. Figure 13 shows a weak negative correlation between the mean CTH
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value and dBNW, with the mean dBNW value mainly ranging from 25 to 35. There is also a
weak positive correlation between CTH and the mean Dm value, with the mean Dm value
mainly ranging from 1.0 to 1.4 mm. The near-surface DSD in the mature stage exhibits the
widest range at each height. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is that intense
convection can transport larger particles or more hydrometeors more effectively to higher
altitudes, simultaneously inducing more latent heat release and accelerating updraft [30].
As a result, there is a high concentration of particles and larger particles at higher CTH
levels in the mature stage. This finding aligns with Liu et al.’s (2007) study on the global
distribution of deep tropical convection, which revealed that greater differences in CTH
corresponded to lifting larger particles through strong upwelling [56]. Consequently, the
particles that fall to the surface appear larger. These results suggest that CTH, as an indicator
of convective intensity, actually characterizes the concentration and size of raindrops [57].

Figure 13. Relationship between CTH and DSD: (a,d) Developing stages of Case 1; (b,e) nature stage
of Case 2; (c,f) dissipating stage in Case 3. The bar chart corresponds to the maximum and minimum
values of the DSD in this 10% sample, and the red line represents the average value of the DSD.

4. Discussion

It is important to note that the results of this study could be more comprehensive.
Firstly, due to data limitations, the study is based on only three individual cases, necessi-
tating further investigation to understand SWV’s characteristics comprehensively. In the
future, additional data should be collected to increase the sample size and provide better
insights into the changes in precipitation characteristics of the SWV across different seasons
and specific regions. Expanding the sample size will make it possible to more accurately
capture the changing patterns and trends of the SWV, thus improving our understanding
of its precipitation characteristics. Secondly, this study focuses more on qualitative analysis.
The accuracy of satellite detection data needs to be further verified. Although FY-4A and
GPM satellite data were utilized in this study, there are still uncertainties associated with
the inversion algorithm and accuracy of satellite data. Therefore, additional inversion
validation and comparative analysis with ground observation data are required to ensure
the reliability of research results. By comparing the satellite data with ground observation
data, the applicability and accuracy of satellite data in studying SWV can be evaluated,
thereby providing a more reliable basis for future research.

In summary, this study extensively examines the precipitation structure characteristics
of the SWV using multi-satellite detection data. The results establish the relationship
between cloud physical processes, precipitation intensity, and SWV particle characteristics
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while highlighting uncertainties and avenues for future research. However, to reach a
more comprehensive and reliable conclusion, it is necessary to enrich the sample size
further and verify the accuracy of satellite data which will aid in better understanding and
predicting the evolution of the SWV weather system and enhance the value and accuracy
of meteorological satellite data, thereby providing more precise information for areas such
as weather forecasting and disaster warning.

5. Conclusions

This study investigates the evolution of precipitation structure characteristics in three
SWV cases by combining observations from FY-4A and GPM. The main conclusions are
as follows:

1. SWV Life Stage Characteristics: Each SWV stage exhibits unique traits. The develop-
ing and mature stages show strong radar echoes and high Cloud Top Heights (CTH).
In this stage, large and effectively radiused ice particles with similar number density
encourage collision and rapid growth into larger particles, accelerating precipitation.
The mature stage presents the most ice particles and vigorous convective activity. The
dissipating stage, in contrast, shows fewer mixed and ice particles, resulting in less
intense and smaller precipitation areas. The study further illuminates the Cloud Type
(CLT) sequence across the SWV life cycle.

2. Precipitation Structure and Vertical Profiles: Each life stage’s precipitation structure
and vertical profiles reveal that near-surface precipitation primarily consists of liquid
precipitation, with the melt layer around 5.5 km. Stratiform precipitation is prevalent
in all SWV stages, and there is prominent local convective activity during the devel-
oping and mature stages. Reflectivity peaks during the mature stage indicate a slow
growth rate and minimal cloud particle cluster changes. Below the bright band, the
developing and dissipating stages show a gradual decrease in maximum reflectivity,
indicating a decline in cloud particle concentration and precipitation intensity. How-
ever, the median profile of the reflectivity slightly increases at lower altitudes during
the developing and mature stages, implying a dominance of raindrop collision and
coalescence over evaporation.

3. Relationship Between Particle Characteristics and Precipitation Intensity: This study
explores the interplay between particle characteristics and precipitation intensity
across different stages. The mature stage, marked by large and densely packed
particles, exhibits the most pronounced near-surface precipitation. Conversely, with
its smaller yet densely packed particles, the developing stage yields a more modest
precipitation rate. The dissipating stage, featuring smaller and less dense particles,
rarely produces substantial precipitation. Furthermore, the research indicates that as
cloud height increases, so does precipitation intensity, which suggests that CTH can
effectively indicate convective intensity and represent raindrop distribution.
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